Studies on the Way

Lesson 13

耶稣的吩咐 / Yēsū de Fēnfù / The instructions of
Jesus
吩咐【fēnfu】 tell; instruct.
吩【fēn】 leave instructions; to order.
咐【fù】 to order.

以前【yǐqián】 before; formerly; previously.
以【yǐ】 use; take; according to; because of; in order to; so as to; <formal> at (a
certain time); on (a fixed date); <conj.> and; as well as.
前【qián】 front; forward; ahead; age; before; preceding; former; formerly; first.

使【shǐ】 send; tell sb. to do sth.; use; employ; apply; make; cause; enable; envoy;
messenger; if; supposing.

万民
民【mín】 the people; a person of a certain occupation; civilian.
万【wàn】 ten thousand; a very great number; myriad; absolutely; by all means.
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奉。。。名
奉【fèng】 give or present with respect; receive; esteem; revere; believe in; wait
upon; attend to.
名【míng】 name; given name; fame; reputation; renown; famous; celebrated; wellknown; noted; express; describe.

奉献【fèngxiàn】 offer as a tribute; present with all respect.
奉【fèng】 give or present with respect; receive; esteem; revere; believe in; wait
upon; attend to.
献【xiàn】 offer; present; dedicate; donate; show; put on; display.

献(给)
献【xiàn】 offer; present; dedicate; donate; show; put on; display.
给【gěi】 give; grant; let; allow.

施洗【shīxǐ】 baptize; christen.
施【shī】 execute; carry out; bestow; grant; hand out; exert; impose; use; apply; a
surname.
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洗【xǐ】 wash; bathe; <religion> baptize; redress; right; kill and loot; sack; develop
(a film); shuffle (cards, etc.).
洗礼【xǐlǐ】 <religion> baptism; severe test.
受洗【shòuxǐ】 <religion> be baptized; receive baptism.

照着
照【zhào】 shine; illuminate; light up; reflect; mirror; take a picture; photograph;
picture; license; permit; take care of; look after; notify; understand; in the direction of;
towards; contrast; according to; in accordance with.
着【zhe】 indicating an action in progress; stressing the tone in an imperative
sentence; used after a verb to form a preposition.

传福音
传【chuán】 pass; pass on; hand down; pass on (knowledge, skill, etc.); spread;
transmit; conduct; convey; express; summon; infect; be contagious.
福【fú】 good fortune; blessing; happiness.
音【yīn】 sound; news; tidings; tone.

众人【zhòngrén】 (n) everyone; everybody.
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众【zhòng】 many; numerous; crowd; multitude.
人【rén】 human being; man; person; people; adult; grown-up; a person engaged
in a particular activity; other people; people; personality; character; state of one's
health; how one feels; everybody; each; all; manpower; hand.

面前【miànqián】 in (the) face of; in front of; before.
面【miàn】 face; face (a certain direction); surface; top; personally; directly; the right
side; <math.> surface; an entire area (as opposed to particular points); side; aspect;
extent; range; scale; powder; noodles; <dialect> soft and floury.
前【qián】 front; forward; ahead; age; before; preceding; former; formerly; first.

承认【chéngrèn】 admit; acknowledge; recognize; give diplomatic recognition.
承【chéng】 bear; hold; carry; undertake; contract (to do a job); <tao> be indebted
(to sb. for a kindness); be granted a favour; continue; carry on.
认【rèn】 recognize; know; make out; identify; enter into a certain relationship with;
adopt; admit; own; undertake to do sth.; accept as unavoidable; resign oneself to.

认罪【rènzuì】 admit one's guilty; plead guilty.
认【rèn】 recognize; know; make out; identify; enter into a certain relationship with;
adopt; admit; own; undertake to do sth.; accept as unavoidable; resign oneself to.
罪【zuì】 crime; guilt; fault; blame; suffering; pain; hardship; put the blame on.
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Supplementary Vocabulary

*Cheng & Tsui Chinese Character Dictionary, Wang Huidi Editor-in-Chief . ISBN
0-88727-314-9. This book has stroke order.
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